
(a) Who is a member? 

Anyone who attends the FYSPRT is a FYSPRT member. Members can come 
once, provide name, email and their name/email will be added to the distribution 
list. The member will get Meeting Agenda’s, Minutes, upcoming training/event 
information until they opt out. 

Each member can vote and each new attendee can vote, even if it is their first 
FYSPRT Meeting. 

(b) How does FYSPRT Handle New Attendee’s? 

FYSPRT would like to develop and provide a packet of information about the 
FYSPRT to the new person 

FYSPRT would like to have a designated “Door Greeter” at each meeting in 
order to welcome and help the new attendee so they feel welcome to the 
meeting. 

Door Greeter will be designated at the end of the monthly meeting for the next 
month’s meeting. April Meeting will have Adyn Deloney as Door Greeter. 

(c) How to reach a decision? 

The FYSPRT would like to reach a general consensus from the FSYPRT when 
making decisions. 

When a consensus is not able to be reached, each FYSPRT Member will write 
down their vote. One designated person will count the votes in order to determine 
the majority vote. 

In order to make a vote, there has to be at least 11 FYSPRT Members present, 
and 51% youth and family needs to be present at the FYSPRT (Quorum) 

FYSPRT Members also agreed that having FYSPRT signs would be helpful to 
direct people as to where the meeting is. 
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